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AEROSOLS

Parisian style
The cosmetics packaging business is on the rise and the atmosphere at a
recent Paris show was buzzing with creativity, as Dominique Huretreports
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aris was the place to be at the end of
January as the Aerosol Dispensing
Forum (ADF), an event dedicated to
aerosols and dispensing systems was held in
parallel with PCD, a fair for the cosmetics
packaging industry. About 500 exhibitors from
70 countries attended the events, along with
7,200 professionals and two awards ceremonies.
On the awards front, Aptar beauty+home
was recognised for a two-component facial
cream for active skin care. In what the company
calls a new vision of bespoke cosmetics, the
Neomix product combines a ‘base’ cream in one
tube and an active component (a booster) contained in another tube, with both products dispensed together into a single pump. The
bespoke product can therefore adjust to a
range of skin types, said the company, which
was presenting it for the first time.
Another Aptar package also won an award
for a patented ergonomic design for hand
cream. Breaking the traditional conventions of
tube packaging, the product uses a system
with squeeze valve and umbrella valve in order
to maintain equal pressure inside and out.
PRP is the bottle provider of this Chanel product.
Aptar Group has been actively establishing
itself in the digital sector in recent months, in
an exclusive partnership with start-up company
MyPack Connect. Imagin Connected is an
ultra-flat and resistant spray that allows
brands to enjoy Industry 4.0 sampling.
French cosmetic packaging supplier Albéa
was also rewarded for its work in the massmarket category. Cool tip technology is imported
to the ‘masstige’ segment (mass and prestige)
by using stainless steel, and L’Oréal has developed a customisable head thanks to its thermal
mass. The main challenge has been to combine
this with the plastics tube to ensure it remains
airtight, and the brand giant said it spent ten
years researching this in-house.
Albéa is the subject of a sale at the moment
after Sun European Partners confirmed in
January that it had entered exclusive negotiations to sell the business to PAI Partners. Albéa
has 38 manufacturing sites in Europe, Americas
and Asia, and was acquired by Sun European
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Main pic: PET continues to make inroads
in the aerosol market. 1: L’Oreal launched a
limited edition snow globe fragrance gift for
men last year. 2: Aptar’s Neomix combines
a ‘base’ cream in one tube and an active
component in another. 3: Groupe Medicos
specialises in thick-wall mouldings in
transparent materials
4: L’Oreal is using cool tip technology in the
‘masstige’ segment. 5: Lindal Group opened
an application laboratory this year dedicated to the
increasingly popular Bag-On-Valve (BOV)
technologies. 6: Hinterkopf has sold five of its
compact systems for direct digital printing within two
years. 7: France’s ‘le p’tit sniff’ has developed a mini
personal diffuser to fight stress and anxiety
Partners in 2010.
UK-based RPC M&H Plastics, meanwhile,
presented a flexible tube made of sugarcanebased bioplastics, which brand user Bulldog
says is a world’s first for the material in men’s
skincare packaging. Because sugarcane recaptures carbon dioxide as it grows, every kilogram
of plastics produced accounts for 3kg of gas
removed from the air.
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Outside of the
awards, France’s ‘le
p’tit sniff’ presented
its olfactory iPod,
which provides perfume and scent in a personal
dispenser and is designed to fight stress,
anxiety and unpleasant odours. No particles
are released and the cartridge lasts an average
of two months and can be purchased individually.
Five shops around Paris sell the device.
The technology is based on gaseous diffusion
and the cartridge can be used for 30 clicks a
day over a two-month period. A rechargeable
USB port is located at one end of the device.
The mini personal diffuser took two years to
develop and was also the subject of a Crowd-
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funding exercise in 2017.
On the material side, Finland’s Metsä Board
was highly visible in Paris with its range of biobased, biodegradable and recyclable paperboard
for food service packaging. Demonstrated was
a tray, under development with an unnamed
partner, which looks and feels like polymer but
it paper with a little sugarcane molasses.
Injected into two moulds, it is soft to touch,
flexible and resistant. The company said it
costs more than plastics packaging but is
‘green as grass’.
One of the few remaining independent
French companies operating in the beauty
market segment is Mino Gaillard, part of Le
Groupe Medicos. Specialising in thick-wall
mouldings in transparent materials, Mino
Gaillard injects, shapes and assembles products
for clients utilising Surlyn, PETG, SAN, and
PCTG. At PCD, the company showcased its
substitute for rubber or nitrile and for PVC
(which yellows with time) for beauty and pharmaceutical applications.

In the equipment sector, Germany’s Hinterkopf made a big impression at the event
with its compact system for direct digital
printing. Using print heads from Fuji, the
printer’s image resolution can reach 1,200 dpi,
and uses a multi-pass system and double
camera check, one for the image and one for
the calibration. A horizontal drum prevents ink
drip. Germany’s Tritron is the only ink provider
so far.
Five machines have been installed on the
market in less than two years – three in Germany, one in China for drinks cans, and one in
Poland for tubes – with several others planned
for this year. Digital printing on-demand is
thriving now.
Circular packaging trends were obvious at
the co-hosted events, with high-end glass packaging (for cosmetics mainly) moving towards
metal for weight and convenience reasons, and
metal packaging (mainly in aerosols) looking
towards developments in the field of plastics
for cost and convenience reasons.

More information from:
Albéa Group
Aptar Group
Hinterkopf
Le p’tit sniff
Metsä Board
Mino Gaillard
RPC M&H Plastics
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albea-group.com
aptar.com
hinterkopf.de
leptitsniff.paris
metsaboard.com
m-g-s.com
mhplastics.com
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